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tah State University has a long history of soil and water research. Some
of the very first research conducted at the Utah Agricultural Experiment
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Station involved studies of irrigation, and today our faculty members are

considered among some of the strongest in these fields of research. For example,
Dr. Kelly Kopp has been named chair of the Alliance for Water Efficiency which
brings together scientists, industry professionals and policy makers to advocate
for wise water use throughout North America. In addition, Drs. Robert Gillies and
Joanna Endter-Wada were recently appointed to the Governor’s Clean Air Action
Team and Water Strategy Advisory Team.
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Utahns live in the second driest state in the country, and interestingly, it has
been projected that Utah uses as much as five-billion gallons of water each day!
With the ever-growing population in Utah, as well as the surrounding western states,
it will be increasingly important to strengthen our commitment to efficient and
thoughtful water use as demand increases for this critical resource in community
and agricultural applications.
This issue of Utah Science highlights just a few examples of the important
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soil and water research that is being conducted by Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station scientists. True to Utah State University’s land-grant mission, the results of
this cutting-edge research are integrated into our academic programs and, through
Extension programs, transferred to communities throughout the state as we equip
people with the most up-to-date, research-based information. It is critical for Utah
State University to expand its research portfolio in these very important areas so
that we can continue to play a valuable role in discovering solutions to the complex
problems associated with managing limited resources. As we improve the quality
and use of the land and water, we expand the capacity to support high quality food
production and sustain human well-being.
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As the new director of the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, it is with great
pride that I invite you to learn about the important water and soil research being
conducted here at Utah State University. It is our commitment to remain Utah’s
most important source of research-based information in these critical areas as we
move into a demanding and promising future.
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People have always had an impact on how water interacts with the
landscape, but social scientists have long been absent from water policy
discussions and decisions. Sociologist Douglas Jackson-Smith and his
colleagues are working to change that and to shape our water future.

8 Designing Where the Water Goes
Streets, sidewalks, rooftops and patios all affect what happens
when the rain falls, and what happens to stormwater effects every
community. The design of streets and other landscape elements has
a big impact on this important part of the water cycle and can help or
hinder how nature does its work.

12 Sustainability Matters
Farm sustainability is far more complex than questions of organic vs.
conventional practices. There is no question though that sustainability
is impossible without healthy soil.
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Water is a scarce resource, but most Americans rarely think about how
much they use, what it costs or where it comes from. A new tool can
give cities and other water providers a more precise picture of water
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Remote sensing takes some of the backbreaking work out of measuring
soil salinity, but it’s the math applied to the measurements that is
making a big difference.
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People

Water
Planning
Picture

in the

A sociologist walks into a meeting of hydrologists and
water engineers...It’s not the beginning of a joke.

W

ater is no joking matter,

“One of our big questions is how different

that located outside urban boundaries. They

especially in the western

human settlement patterns affect water

concluded that local land use ordinances

United States. But water

use and water quality.”

that guide patterns of housing growth can

policy, irrigation engineering, climate sci-

Jackson-Smith’s recent UAES project

have profound impacts on the viability of

ence, water conservation and water quality

examined impacts of population growth

are not topics that typically attract social

and residential development on agriculture

Because they needed detailed informa-

scientists. Douglas Jackson-Smith, Utah

in the Intermountain West, a region that

tion about the location of housing, their

Agricultural Experiment Station research-

has experienced more than double the

project discovered that much of the avail-

er and Utah State University professor of

national average population growth since

able remote sensing data in the western

sociology, thinks it’s exactly where sociolo-

2000. Jackson-Smith and his research as-

region misses many homes that are not part

gists should be focused because it’s impos-

sistants studied the effects of various set-

of high-density developments. Yet these

sible to understand that state’s water sup-

tlement patterns on agricultural trends.

types of scattered large-lot home sites can

ply or model its future without measures of

They found that in rural areas, new housing

have serious impacts on local farmers, es-

human behavior in the equation.

developments that cluster homes and their

pecially in the Intermountain West.

commercial agriculture.

“People have always impacted how wa-

attendant services like roads, power, sew-

“In Cache Valley, we know of many ex-

ter moves around the landscape, but our

er and water result in less lost farmland.

amples of new houses located outside in-

ability to understand our water system with

Moreover, they found a 2% drop in farm

corporated areas that don’t show up in the

humans as part of the story is not as good

sales linked to every 10% increase in the

data sets being used by many national re-

as it needs to be,” Jackson-Smith said.

percent of a county’s population growth

searchers to classify urbanization and land
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use,” Jackson-Smith said. “We’re working
to find alternate sources of data that can tell
us more about the spatial patterns of rural
and exurban home development in places

Douglas Jackson-Smith looks over one
of the many canals that carry secondary
water through parts of Logan. Originally
designed to support agriculture, water systems in Utah are increasingly relied upon
to do things they were not designed to do.
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like Cache Valley. Only then can we understand the consequences of development
that is widely dispersed versus clustered
near existing city boundaries or services.”
Among the services housing developments and farms in Utah need is water.
Jackson-Smith’s current UAES project is

scientific information about how the water

changes when areas transition from agricul-

ranchettes, rural nonfarm residences, and

system is changing in the rapidly urbanizing

tural to recreational, exurban and suburban

new small subdivisions located on the

Wasatch Range Metropolitan Area (a 10-

housing patterns. While much is known

urban fringe.

county area in Northern Utah). The team is

about the water use habits of highly urban

Jackson-Smith is part of an interdisciplin-

conducting social, engineering and biophys-

populations in the west, few have studied

ary team of researchers from several of the

ical science research to better understand

how water use changes as agriculture tran-

state’s universities who work together on a

how urbanization changes how water is

sitions to more residential land uses. His

major National Science Foundation-funded

conveyed, used, conserved and managed

project is exploring patterns of water use

project called innovative Urban Transitions

in this region, and the implications of water

associated with different density and forms

and Aridregion Hydro-sustainability (iUTAH).

management for future water supplies and

of residential development in formerly ag-

Their work is designed to gather systematic

water quality.
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ricultural areas — including hobby farms,
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focused on understanding how water use

The team is conducting
social, engineering, and
biophysical science research
to better understand how
urbanization changes how

Water

is conveyed, used, conserved
and managed in this region,
and the implications of water
management for future water
supplies and water quality.

There are several facts that make water research in Utah especially compelling.
It’s difficult to rate one water concern as
more important than another — especially
because water operates in a complex and
interconnected system — but near the top
is the fact that while Utah is the second
driest state in the nation, Utahns currently
use the second-greatest amount of water
in the country per person per day. Looking down the road, population is expected
to double by 2050, yet we’re projected to
receive more precipitation in the form of
rain rather than as snow, which will place
strains on our ability to rely on snowmelt
as the source of irrigation and drinking water. The iUTAH project hopes to provide science-based information to decision makers
who will be asked to shape Utah’s response
to these coming challenges.
Among the least studied, but critically
important components of Utah’s changing
water picture are systems managed by cities (that provide most public culinary water
to our residents) and the many irrigation
and canal companies that continue to supply water not only to agriculture, but also
to thousands of residential users. “A lot of
people who study water have focused on
individuals and how we use water in our
homes, or they study big water policy issues like Colorado River agreements that
come into play when the federal government is involved and water crosses state
lines,” Jackson-Smith said. “Those are not
unimportant to our water future, but there
is a middle scale of water actors, including
city public water utilities and irrigation companies, whose actions are not well understood, yet who make what I think are some
of the most important decisions about water in Utah.”
He believes that is especially true in
areas that are currently transitioning from
rural, agricultural use to more urban uses —

Photo: stock.xchng

areas where there is a history of crop irri-

Downtown Salt Lake City.
6
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gation and the older canal infrastructure is

state’s early years, and has evolved slowly

urban areas of Salt Lake City, to the new

not yet gone. Jackson-Smith explained that

to support growing industry and urban pop-

subdivisions along the I-15 corridor, to the

in Logan City alone (which is home to Utah

ulations. However, the system is often be-

smaller city and transitioning rural areas in

State University) an estimated 12 irrigation

ing asked to do things it was not designed

places like Cache Valley. They plan to ex-

companies still supply secondary water to

to do. For example, rapid transitions from

plore how attitudes, values, socioeconomic

residents who have water shares, all in the

agriculture to residential and commercial

status and awareness of local water infra-

same areas that the city supplies culinary

land use take place in an environment

structure and policies vary across different

(potable) water. Similar arrangements exist

that is constrained by traditional water

neighborhoods. They also want to see how

in other parts of Utah where hundreds of

management organizations, existing infra-

these factors shape landscaping preferenc-

independent water suppliers each manage

structure and legal arrangements that are

es and water use patterns. One key topic

parts of the water system.

not well equipped to facilitate transfers of

will be to assess the degree to which so-

The problem is that all water is part of

water rights to new types of users. While

cial norms in neighborhoods lead to a high

a larger, interconnected system and man-

the state’s projections for future water use

degree of conformity in landscaping and

aging it in pieces with little coordination is

include transfers of some water from agri-

water use among residents. For example,

not likely to be sustainable, Jackson-Smith

cultural to urban use, it is a relatively small

if the neighborhood is dominated by classic

said. In many cases, they are finding that

percentage of the planned future water

irrigated turfgrass, a tree and a small border

there are not even good maps of irrigation

supply for urban customers and this raises

of plants, what happens when someone

companies’ infrastructure charting things

challenges for meeting the needs of a pop-

instead plants water-wise plants and small

like canals, gates and directions of flow.

ulation of 5 or 6 million people.

areas of turf or cuts the water and allows

People who have individual water shares

“Water use is a sensitive subject any-

their lawn to go dormant when the weather

may know how their part of the system

where in the west because water is critical

turns hot — are they considered a trendset-

works, but Jackson-Smith speculates that

to social and economic viability, yet gather-

ter or an outcast, and do they expect to be

company water masters are probably the

ing information about how water is used in

able to continue these practices?

only ones who understand their system as

transitioning landscapes is a critical piece of

Jackson-Smith and his colleagues want

a whole and how it must be balanced in or-

science that should guide decision making,”

to understand the social underpinnings of

der to function effectively.

Jackson-Smith said. “When you study this

why people use water in the ways they do

“Not all of the water we see running

topic, some worry that it is just an effort

so that educational efforts and policies can

down gutters here in the summer is there

to get people in agriculture to give up their

be tailored to successfully encourage con-

because people are watering their lawns

water. As someone whose career has been

servation and water quality stewardship.

too much,” he said. “That is part of the ca-

spent studying and working with farmers, I

It’s a complicated question, but answering

nal system as the city of Logan was built

can honestly say that this is not why I’m do-

is vital to Utah’s future. – LH

around it.”

ing this research. I do think we are missing

Similarly, city utility managers under-

opportunities to develop innovative co-man-

stand the parts of the water system that

aged systems that take advantage of sepa-

they control. When city and irrigation

rate secondary and culinary water systems,

Douglas Jackson-Smith

company infrastructures overlap, however,

and that provide opportunities for traditional

Doug.Jackson-Smith@usu.edu

there are rarely any people who are track-

water rights holders, who are mostly farm-

ing the interactions between these two

ers, to receive economic compensation or

systems. Jackson-Smith and his colleagues

benefits when more of their water is used

are focused on getting a better picture of

by people not actively engaged in commer-

how these companies and their infrastruc-

cial farming.”

tures work, but it’s a task that takes time
and requires building trust.

Contact Info:

This spring, the research team is preparing to do a survey of household water

Jackson-Smith notes that Utah’s exist-

use attitudes, decision-making and behav-

ing water supply system was designed to

ior across a wide range of neighborhoods

support life-sustaining agriculture in the

in Northern Utah — from the most highly

Volume 67 Issue 2/2013
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DESIGNING
WHERE THE
WATER GOES
What happens to stormwater once it hits the ground is one
of the many things in nature that gets little lasting attention
from most people. Architects and city engineers have to think
about stormwater and plan for it, but most of us don’t get very
interested until it’s raining unusually hard or when our homes
are in danger of flooding.

B

o Yang, Utah Agricultural Experi-

samples and track temperatures. All of it

that use what they need and release what

ment Station researcher and assis-

helps them to understand what effects hu-

they don’t. Plants grow and animals rely

tant professor in the Department of

man activities have on the water between

on them for food and shelter. It seems like

Landscape Architecture and Environmental

the parts of the water cycle that we learned

a simple system. Then people introduce

Planning at Utah State University, and his

in grade school: evaporation, condensation

hardscapes: rooftops, roads, sidewalks,

colleagues are exceptions to that mindset.

and precipitation.

patios and parking lots, all of which limit

Nearly every time it rains, more data

When precipitation occurs, some water

the amount of water that can get into the

are headed their way, and between storms

immediately joins surface water (streams,

ground. To make things worse, all these

they examine data, analyze stormwater

lakes, etc.), and some is taken up by plants

impermeable surface areas change the

8
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rate at which stormwater flows once it hits

fic and bituminous materials and high levels

canals and bioswales further aid stormwa-

the ground.

of heavy metals like zinc, copper and lead

ter handling without connections to piped,

are concentrated on the street,” he said.

municipal systems.

“With the curb and gutter method we
use here, water drops fall and are sent to-

As part of a larger effort to understand

In some parts of the development, curb

ward the gutter, down a drain, through a

an array of water issues in Utah, Yang and

and gutter construction causes stormwater

pipe and discharged into a river,” Yang said.

his colleagues have had instruments in

to run off and be directed into the area’s ca-

“Naturally, it would have been absorbed

place to capture water samples in two loca-

nals and basins. Other areas were built with

and filtered by the soil.”

tions in the Salt Lake Valley and will soon be

bioswales adjacent to roads and walkways.

What the soil would have filtered, and

gathering samples in Logan as well.

Bioswales are like wide, shallow ditch-

still does in some places, are the metals

One of the sampling sites is in the

es that slope gradually down to drain water

and other chemicals that accumulate on

Daybreak development in South Jordan, a

away from paved surfaces and maximize

all those hard surfaces until they are swept

mixed-use community with some unusual

the time water stays in the swale. They

away by stormwater. Yang explained that

features designed to enhance sustainabili-

are typically planted with vegetation that

although arid places like Utah have less

ty. For example: native and drought-tolerant

further slows the water’s flow. The combi-

stormwater to manage, it is important to

plants cover at least 40% of each residen-

nation of soil and plants’ roots also creates

do it well because pollutants build up be-

tial lot and 68% of common green spaces;

a filtration system that removes many con-

tween storms.

man-made Oquirrh Lake retains stormwa-

taminants from the water before it reaches

“When we don’t have rain for a long

ter and supplies supplemental irrigation

other parts of Daybreak’s stormwater sys-

time, dust builds up on the roads from traf-

water; 25 acres of constructed wetlands,

tem and the larger watershed.

Volume 67 Issue 2/2013
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“In this sort of system,
we are going back to using
vegetation to clean the water, and using soils to filter
and absorb pollutants,”
Yang said. “This is how
landscape architects can
have an impact on these
kinds of problems, but everything comes back to
cost efficiency. The dollar
value of what nature can do
for us here is worth quite
a lot of money because
when we use chemicals to
treat water [that goes directly into a storm drain] it
is much more expensive.”
In addition to savings
realized by putting cleaner
water into aquifers with-

Landscape architect Bo Yang examines how community planning
impacts stormwater quality and the long-term effectiveness of low
impact development.

out chemical treatments,
using natural systems to handle the runoff

pal impact fees and dramatic reductions

collection at the site, with instruments re-

pays in another way. Daybreak’s developers

in infrastructure normally required to con-

cording flow velocity, volume, precipitation

shared figures detailing construction costs

vey water.

and other factors. After a rainstorm, Yang,

Yang’s research group installed instru-

or a member of his research team, quick-

Because Daybreak handles all its own

ments that capture and store stormwater

ly retrieves the samples and replaces the

stormwater with its swales, canals, drains

runoff in a series of 1-liter bottles. Once

bottles. The stormwater samples are chilled

and lake, project engineers estimate

an inch of water has accumulated in that

to maintain their integrity and tested at the

savings of more than $70 million in storm-

spot, a vegetated area adjacent to a road,

Utah Water Research Laboratory at USU for

water infrastructure costs over the life of

a sensor triggers a pump to begin filling

contaminants, including metals, suspend-

the project because of eliminated munici-

sample bottles. There is also constant data

ed solids, nitrogen and phosphorus.

with the research team.

Another suite of instruments gathers

Bioswales are like wide, shallow
ditches that slope gradually down
to drain water away from paved
surfaces and maximize the time
water stays in the swale. They are

stormwater samples and climate data at
an elementary school playground inside
the Daybreak community, which features
impermeable blacktop and concrete. The
difference in how water behaves at the two
sites is immediately apparent and dramatically different.
“Ninety percent of the time when we
get a big rain event we have minimal flow in
the bioswale at Daybreak, but substantially
more at the school site because water runs

typically planted with vegetation

off the hardscape,” Yang said. “The school

that further slows the water’s flow.

dle runoff. But if there were a big flood, a

10
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has a detention basin and cobbles to hanhundred-year flood event, the whole play-

ground and surrounding area is a detention basin. They have big capacity, but the
bioswale slows water down and also improves water quality.”
Yang has previous experience with
bioswales and their concrete counterparts.
His work as a graduate student in Texas
included comparisons of ways to manage
stormwater in The Woodlands development
approximately 50 km north of Houston, a
spot with a climate very different from
Utah’s. Houston receives an annual average rainfall of nearly 50 inches, while Salt
Lake City gets just over 16 inches (at the
Salt Lake International Airport weather station), plus 56 inches of snow — Utah snow

Research assistant Pam Blackmore gathers water samples
from the Daybreak site following a rainstorm.

that is famous for being dry and powdery.
Because of Utah’s low amounts of precip-

also because children love to play in mud.

versal that people are resistant to change.

itation, little has been done here to study

The swales became a maintenance issue

They need time to think about it and to un-

green infrastructure for stormwater.

that people did not like, Yang said, so curb

derstand how it works.”

Yang explained that although Utah gets

and gutter were used in a later phase of the

Climate and population projections

less precipitation as rain than as snow, cli-

development. Now when it rains there, the

mean now is a good time to test meth-

mate models predict more rain and less

swales filter and slow the water in some

ods that may help Utah better manage its

snow in the future: a change the state is

spots while streets and homes in the new-

stormwater and allow people to adjust to

not currently equipped to handle in terms

er neighborhoods are flooded.

different landscape designs, because in the

of water storage or runoff management.

Early in the study, Yang and his col-

Yang’s work is not all just a matter of

leagues asked engineers and community

hydrology and engineering though. People

residents to assess attitudes about swales,

are an important part of the research and

curbs and gutters and other design fea-

the success or failure of any landscape de-

tures and will continue to gather data about

sign. He is seeking to gauge people’s per-

those groups’ attitudes as the research pro-

ceptions of green infrastructure and their

gresses and opportunities arise to educate

reactions to design elements like swales.

people about the usefulness of designs

In Texas, with its heavier rainfall, pooling

that may be new to them.

water became an issue because of its po-

“Proving the performance of a design

tential to harbor breeding mosquitoes and

is key to acceptance,” Yang said. “It’s uni-

near future there will be more rain to manage and more of us to educate. – LH

Contact Info:
Bo Yang
Bo.Yang@usu.edu

Bo Yang discusses a
redesigned curb and
gutter system that
allows more stormwater to be filtered by
plants and soil with
research assistants
Luigi Dragonetti and
Sam England (left
to right).
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As the market for organ ic

to early farmers and is not simply reverting to the ways of the past.

products continues to spread

in the early 19th century to skeptical growers.

beyond the produce isle into
t h e real m of potato ch i ps

Chemical inputs — fertilizers and pesticides — were first introduced
“When scientists first came out with these new synthetic fertilizers, farmers and some scientists were concerned about what that
would do to the health of the soil,” Reeve said. “Despite these con-

a n d c le a n i n g s olv e n t s , i t

cerns, a drop in the price of fertilizers and pesticides in the mid-20th

seems that many Americans

Reeve explained that starting in the 1940s and 50s, farming be-

are beginning to wonder if
t r ad i t i onal i n dus t r i al
fa r m i n g i s s u s ta i n a b l e .

B

ut measuring what makes a farm sustainable or not —
and understanding what sustainability means —
is a complex process.

century changed farming dramatically.”
came more industrialized and fertilizer and pesticide use dramatically
increased. Though organic farming never really went away, “organic”
as a movement took off in the 1960s as the public began to realize the
side effects of synthetic chemical use in farming.
“There were some early scientists, but it was mostly farmers
and consumers saying that they were worried about the direction
that farming was going,” Reeve said.
Reeve’s work in agroecology does not necessarily promote the
switch to organic farming, though she said many organic practices

Jennifer Reeve, an associate professor of organic and sustain-

are more likely to improve the overall quality of the farming system.

able agriculture at Utah State University, works with these experts to

Instead, her research has shown that both organic and traditional

understand how ecological processes and cultural practices influ-

farmers have room to improve their efforts to become sustainable.

ence farm sustainability. Reeve, a soil scientist by training, studies

“Sustainable is a word that is often confusing,” said Reeve.

the health and diversity of soils to help predict the long-term pro-

“Some people will define sustainable agriculture as a specific prac-

ductivity of the land that provides food to people across the United

tice such as organic farming, but that’s not how scientists use the

States and beyond. Soil is just one aspect of agroecology — the

term. Instead, we try to define sustainability by specific criteria.”

study of all of the ecological and cultural processes that impact the

To be fully sustainable a farm must be productive, profitable,

health of a farm — but through their research, Reeve and her col-

maintain or improve environmental quality, conserve natural resourc-

leagues are learning what it takes to make a farm truly sustainable.

es and sustain local communities.

For most of human history, farmers have used what are now

“If we’re doing the first two at the expense of our soil and our wa-

considered organic methods of farming, simply because there was

ter and depleting other resources such as fossil fuels, that’s not sus-

no alternative. Although it is important to note that modern organic

tainable in the long term,” Reeve said. “Researchers measure a farm’s

farming employs many techniques and technologies not available

use of natural resources such as oil, gas, fertilizers and pesticides as

use of natural resources such as oil, gas,

“If there’s one thing that’s really im-

fertilizers and pesticides as well as the

portant as an indicator of soil quality, that

system’s impact on the surrounding envi-

would be soil organic matter — soil carbon,”

ronment to understand how sustainable

Reeve said.

the farming system is as a whole. Through

Organic matter content can be a good

these measurements, Reeve has discov-

measure because it influences so many as-

ered that many farms over rely on exter-

pects of soil quality. Microorganisms in the

nal inputs while depleting their natural re-

soil break organic matter down as they con-

source base, all at the expense of soil and

sume it, producing sticky substances that

water quality. In those cases, how can you

hold the soil together and prevent erosion.

say that you’re sustainable, even if you’re

Organic matter also prevents the loss of soil

productive and economically viable?

nutrients though leaching.

A lot of rural communities are depen-

“Leaching can be a big problem for water

“Int egrat ed

dent on farming, said Reeve. When you

quality when you have all sorts of fertilizers

have larger and larger farms, fewer fami-

and pesticides that are applied that then

far m i ng t hat

lies farming, fewer businesses supporting

leach out of the soil into water ways,” Reeve

those farms because those farms are only

said. “Keeping the inputs where they are is

takes the prag-

growing one or two crops, you have huge

important and having good soil quality with

problems in terms of community function

lots of organic matter helps do that.”

matic approach

and that’s happening across the U.S.

comparisons because so many factors can

a nd

Community health is often overlooked
when the question of sustainability arises,

influence the health of a farming system.

but Reeve believes that ultimately, farms

Reeve works with a number of collabora-

must have positive effects in all five areas

tors to conduct comparative systems ex-

to be considered sustainable.

periments at various locations throughout

u s es

the

best of organic
and the best of

Soil quality must be measured through

As a soil scientist, Reeve uses soil

Utah. One such experiment is located at the

quality, the measure of the ability of the

Utah Agricultural Experiment Station Kays-

soil to support an ecosystem including hu-

ville Research Farm where she measures

of t en is the

man health, to understand the productivi-

the effects of various input combinations on

ty of a farming system. On a large scale,

peach orchards. By looking at productivity,

most sustainable

problems with soil quality can be seen

soil quality, pest pressure, biodiversity, wa-

in erosion, where top soil that has taken

ter use and economics, over time, Reeve

option in many

thousands of years to form is lost.

and her colleagues can determine the com-

respects,”

it back,” Reeve said.

c on v e n t i onal

“You can’t just pick the soil up and put

binations of inputs, rotations and crops that
promote the most sustainable farms.

Erosion is a symptom of poor soil

Studying farms over time actually takes

management and over reliance on tillage,

a very long time, as evidenced by some of

but many intrinsic soil properties includ-

Reeve’s research in Snowville, Utah. In ex-

ed in the concept of soil quality can also

periments started more than 15 years ago,

influence erosion. The amount of organic

USU researchers applied compost to repli-

matter, nutrients, pH, beneficial microor-

cated organic plots and measured wheat

ganisms and pathogens, as well as the

yield and soil fertility.

physical structure of the soil, all factor into

“They had over double the yield where they

Reeve’s determination of the health of a

applied compost, but despite that it wasn’t

farm’s soil.

economical to apply,” Reeve explained.

Soil scientist Jennifer Reeve and graduate student research assistant Mae
Culumber discuss purifying soil DNA (top). Reeve and research technician
Kareem Adeleke filter soil extracts to measure soil nutrients.

Five factors determining
farm sustainabili t y:
1. productivit y
2. Profitabili t y
3. Maintains or improves
environmental qualit y
4. Conserves Natural Resources
5. Sustains local communit ies

When Reeve joined the faculty at USU,

Integrated farming that takes the prag-

as a soil scientist, and students have a re-

she decided to revisit the research plots and

matic approach and uses the best of or-

newed interest in sustainable agriculture

measure the productivity of the same soil —

ganic and the best of conventional meth-

and local food.

soil that hadn’t had inputs added since the

ods often is the most sustainable option in

“It’s just really thrilling to see all of the

initial experiment.

many respects, Reeve said. Research has

enthusiastic young people who want to

“After 16 years, soil carbon was still dou-

shown integrated farmers who increase

learn to garden,” Reeve said.

ble and yields were still double,” Reeve said.

the number of crops in a rotation can cut

Growing interest in sustainable farming

“Nobody had really imagined that a com-

inputs like fertilizers by 85 percent, improv-

may yet turn the tide toward integrat-

posted organic matter would have such a

ing the overall soil health. Integrated farm-

ed farming systems, as more traditional

long-lasting effect in the soil.”

ing is not bound by the all-or-nothing ap-

growers see the benefits of taking organic

Making organic farming economically

proach of conventional or organic farming

approaches to farming at least some of

viable is sometimes a challenge, so research

systems which can make it more practical;

the time.

like Reeve’s can make a difference to farm-

yet, farms like these are not very common.

“It’s difficult to change agriculture very

ers who may be considering using organic

“In the economic model that we have,

quickly because it’s livelihoods we’re

practices on their farms. Organic farmers

organic farms tend to be more economi-

talking about and there’s always a cost to

can’t rely on the same inputs conventional

cally viable than integrated farms because

learning new techniques,” Reeve said.

farmers use, so they must build long-term

there can be costs associated with in-

Even so, she believes that continued

soil fertility with targeted use of expensive

creasing the diversity of your system,”

growth in the organic sector will trans-

inputs and a diverse cropping system.

Reeve said. “Customers know the word

late into more farmers going organic in

Organic practices tend to promote bet-

organic and they trust it. They don’t know

the long run. It is also likely there will be a

ter soil quality because farmers are more

the word integrated. Integrated products

“spillover effect” of organic practices into

reliant on diverse crop rotations and use of

can’t necessarily get the premium prices

conventional farming.

organic matter like cover crops, compost

that organic products can.”

Reeve added, “While I suspect there

and manure. However, Reeve explained, or-

For now, a rapidly growing market for

will always be a market for certified organ-

ganic farming is not necessarily better when

organic products is helping expand organ-

ic produce, from a sustainability point of

judged by all five measures of sustainabili-

ic farming and research. Starting in the

view, it makes a lot of sense for a grow-

ty. Organic can be more expensive in many

1980s, sales in the organic industry really

er to retain the flexibility of an integrated

regions and organic farmers still use some

started to increase, Reeve said. The indus-

farming approach provided they can make

of the same problematic practices as con-

try has been growing at double digits be-

it work economically.” – ET

ventional farmers — such as leaving fields

tween 10 and 20 percent a year ever since

fallow and unprotected from erosion during

then. Comparatively, the conventional food

an off-season. In fact, Reeve has found that

market grows between 2 and 5 percent a

a third kind of farming system may be the

year. Reeve has also seen money for or-

most sustainable overall.

ganic research increase during her years

Contact Info:
Jennifer Reeve
Jennifer.Reeve@usu.edu
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PUTTING
WATER
USE ON
THE MAP
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I

Having enough water
seems like a given
for most people in
the United States.
In modern times,
even during drought,
we turn on the faucet
and get what we
need — and then some.

n urban areas, landscape irrigation is

Neale, professor in the Department of Civil

sometimes curtailed by choice or by

and Environmental Engineering, have

government edict during drought. Res-

found that because water is so convenient

idents are told to water on certain days of

and generally inexpensive, few people can

the week or only early and late in the day.

tell you how much their water costs, how

But unless you are watching streams run

much they use or where it comes from.

low, wetlands dry up or seeing crops stunt-

Water necessary to keep people alive is

ed by lack of water, drought is more a word

considered the highest priority and takes

you hear on the news than a daily reality.

legal precedence in times of drought, End-

Utah is at the edge of the Great Basin,

ter-Wada explained in a talk she gave at a

one of the world’s great deserts, and the

2013 USU-sponsored TED-X event (video

reality is that water is a scarce resource.

available online: rgs.usu.edu/tedxusu/htm/

Joanna Endter-Wada, associate pro-

tedx-usu-2013). People need water to drink,

fessor in Utah State University’s Depart-

to produce food and for sanitation. But

ment of Environment and Society and

when water is cheap and seemingly plen-

director of the Urban Water Conservation

tiful, Endter-Wada said people do a lot of

Research Lab, and her colleagues are

things with it that support their lifestyles,

working to understand the region’s water

not just their lives. They water landscape

uses. Their research is guiding the creation

plants that are not well-suited to arid cli-

and refinement of tools to help educate

mates, run sprinklers that water plants and

people about water use and, hopefully, to

adjacent concrete and asphalt, install pools

change behavior.

and fountains and use water indoors with-

Endter-Wada and her colleagues Roger

out much thought.

Kjelgren, professor in the Department of

Many cities in the west are looking to

Plants, Soils and Climate, and Christopher

expand their water supplies to provide for

(turfgrass, shrubs, trees, etc.) and known

Sample Landscape Irrigation
Ratio (LIR) Water Map
LIR less than one: Efficient
LIR between 1 and 2: Acceptable
LIR between 2 and 3: Inefficient
LIR greater than 3: Excessive

water needs of various plants. The resulting
map shows water managers exactly which
residents and businesses are overwatering
landscapes and which ones are watering
appropriately to meet water needs of their
landscape plants. The idea is that if cities
and other water providers can direct education outreach to specific over-irrigating
water users, show them measures of their
water use and clarify how much water the
plants in their landscape need, people will
be less likely to overwater.
The team’s research turned up an unexpected finding. They discovered that the
most significant factor in predicting whether residents or business owners were
wasteful with water was whether they
watered with hoses or used an automatic
sprinkler system. Automated systems can
be designed to water efficiently. Howev-

Image provided by: Joanna Endter-Wada

er, most people use them primarily as labor-saving devices. Their conclusion: much
about human behavior in conserving water
comes down to convenience.
In a paper that appeared in the Journal
of the American Water Resources Association JAWRA, Endter-Wada, Kjelgren, Neale
and their co-authors Judith Kurtzman and
Sean Keenan found that it is too convenient
to let automated systems apply more water
than a landscape actually requires. It takes
growing populations, but eventually cities

landscapes. Using a unique mix of plant

time and effort to adjust watering times to

must confront the fact that they are all pur-

science, remote sensing, mapping and

account for different temperatures during

suing the same limited resource. In urban

social science, the research team creat-

the year, rainy days, etc., but people’s ten-

areas, 50 to 70% of municipal water used

ed a tool that gives people a much clear-

dency is to set the timer once and forget

by businesses and residences is for out-

er look at their water use and helps water

about it. Automated systems also make it

door landscapes and general admonitions

managers effectively deliver conservation

possible for people to disconnect physically

to conserve water are often, well, too gen-

education. The tool they developed is Wa-

and mentally from their landscape. When

eral to be effective. That is especially true

ter Management Analysis and Planning

people walk through a landscape and wa-

when people do not have an accurate idea

Software, known as WaterMAPS™, and it

ter it manually, they see when plants are

of how much water they use or how much

does just what the name says: it creates

stressed, when plants need water and

water their landscape needs.

maps that display which locations are con-

when areas are too wet. Similarly, business

Interdisciplinary research done by End-

serving water and which are overwatering.

owners often contract maintenance com-

ter-Wada, Kjelgren and Neale and their re-

The software integrates data from several

panies to care for their landscapes. While

search team, found wide variations in the

sources, including plat maps, climate re-

landscape contractors are onsite occasion-

degree to which residents of some Utah

cords, water billing records, aerial imagery

ally to mow grass or pull weeds, they are

neighborhoods efficiently watered their

showing the types of plants in a landscape

not there to override sprinkler timers after

or during rainstorms or see broken sprinklers spew water onto streets.
In another paper that appeared in JAWRA, Endter-Wada and Kjelgren along with
co-authors Douglas Kilgren and Paul Johnson reported on a 3-year study conducted
with custodians who maintained public
schools’ landscapes. They again found
that the type of irrigation system was important in determining water use, with
automated systems facilitating the use of

Using a unique mix of

more water than was needed to maintain
plants in healthy condition. But the knowledge, experience and commitment of the
custodians were important factors in helping them to conserve water.

plant science, remote
sensing, mapping and

Endter-Wada also pointed out that residents of the arid west need to distinguish
between their water needs and wants.
“Water needs and wants are increasing
in the western U.S.,” she said, “Because

social science, the
research team created

of a seemingly endless supply, people
come to expect that water will continue
to be available for all of their needs and
wants. This expectation slowly transforms
yesterday’s water wants into tomorrow’s

a tool that gives people
a much clearer look at

water needs.”
That sort of thinking is unsustainable.
Endter-Wada said we must all learn that our
choices about water have consequences.
Sometimes they are easy to see, but often

their water use and
helps water managers

they are less visible.
“The best choices will not be easy
choices,” she said. “We can continue to
pursue the current strategy of trying to
stretch water to meet increasing uses,
but ultimately water in the region is limited
for all species. It won’t be easy, but it will
be best to face that reality sooner than
later.” – LH

Contact Info:
Joanna Endter-Wada
Joanna.Endter-Wada@usu.edu

effectively deliver
conservation education.

synthesis:

Deevon Bailey studies farm-to-fork traceability and consumer behavior.

Economist’s Work is Journal’s Most Cited

Photo: Gary Neuenswander

I

by McCarty

n academia, one measure of success is

notified that their 2002 article, “Meat Trace-

where it came from and how the animal was

how often other researchers cite your

ability: Are U.S. Consumers Willing to Pay

treated. Since that time the article has been

work in their own books and articles as an

for It?”, is the most frequently cited article

cited more than 227 times.

example of reliable data on which they have

published in the Journal of Agricultural and

based their own research.

Resource Economics.

“It’s a nice feeling,” Bailey said. “It says that
your work has had impact, that people have

DeeVon Bailey, professor in the USU

The article detailed what price consum-

recognized that it’s an important piece of re-

Department of Applied Economics (APEC),

ers are willing to pay for meat that can eas-

search. The fact that it was published over 10

and David L. Dickinson, a former faculty

ily be traced back to its origin. The research

years ago and continues to be cited frequently

member in APEC who currently works at

found that most consumers are willing to

testifies to the quality and importance of that

Appalachian State University, have been

pay a higher price for meat if they know

particular piece of research.”
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Science at Utah State
Agricultural Experiment
Station Farms to Benefit
from Faculty Expertise

Photo: Gary Neuenswander
Photo: Gary Neuenswander

U

Hatfield
Bailey began publishing articles in the

tah State University professors

University. He earned bachelor’s and

Bruce Miller and Dillon Feuz have

master’s degrees from the University

assumed new duties with the Utah

of Nebraska. Miller is a member of the

Agricultural Experiment Station in

American Society of Agricultural and

addition to their current positions as

Biological Engineers and serves as a

heads of academic departments in

reviewer for the National Institutes of

the university’s College of Agriculture

Health for National Institute of Occu-

and Applied Sciences.

pational Safety and Health programs.

Feuz and Miller’s new assign-

Feuz is head of the Department of

ments are oversight of operations and

Applied Economics. His new assign-

research on UAES farms. The experi-

ment is oversight of research conduct-

ment station maintains 11 farms that

ed on UAES farms. Feuz received his

are primarily outdoor laboratories for

Ph.D. in agricultural economics from

a wide range of research conducted

Colorado State University and bache-

by USU faculty. In addition, some of

lor’s and master’s degrees in agribusi-

the farmland produces feed for ani-

ness from the University of Wyoming.

mals at the university’s teaching and

Before coming to USU in 2006, Feuz

research facilities.

was on the faculty of South Dakota

journal in the 1980s and since has had 11

Miller oversees farm operations

State University teaching agricultural

published, the majority focusing on the

in collaboration with individual farm

marketing and conducting research on

cattle and beef market. Several of Bailey’s

managers. His academic area of ex-

livestock production and marketing.

more recent research projects deal with

pertise is in agricultural systems and

His career also took him to the Univer-

consumer willingness to pay for local

mechanization and he heads USU’s

sity of Nebraska where his research

retail products and the effectiveness of

School of Applied Sciences, Technolo-

focused on analyzing cattle manage-

non-governmental organizations’ inter-

gy and Education. He joined the USU

ment and marketing strategies. – LH

ventions in the lives of small-scale farm-

faculty in 1991 after earning his Ph.D.

ers in developing countries.

in agricultural education at Iowa State

Volume 67 Issue 2/2013
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particles of pollution known as particu-

Station researchers have recently

late matter 2.5 (particles 2.5 microme-

added new duties to their research and

ters or smaller) that remain in the air,”

teaching roles that will shape water use

Gillies said. “These particles can get into

and air quality policy in Utah and beyond.

people’s bloodstreams and damage their

Robert Gillies, a professor in the Depart-

health, potentially even taking five years

ment of Plants, Soils and Climate (PSC),

off their lives.”

the state climatologist and director of

The State Water Strategy Advisory

the Utah Climate Center was appoint-

Team is a 38-person team comprised of

ed by Utah Governor Gary Herbert to the

legal experts, water managers, conser-

newly created Clean Air Action Team and

vation leaders, legislators, researchers

the Water Strategy Advisory Team. Her-

and business representatives.

bert also appointed Joanna Endter-Wada,

“We face far-reaching challenges in

associate professor in the Quinney Col-

Utah’s water future,” Governor Her-

lege of Natural Resources and director of

bert said. “From a growing population

the Urban Water Conservation Research

to drought concerns and funding prob-

Lab, to the Water Strategy Team. Kelly

lems, many complicated and weighty

Kopp, associate professor in PSC and the

considerations demand we plan and pre-

Center for Water-Efficient Landscaping,

pare now.”

was selected for a term as chair of the
Alliance for Water Efficiency.

The team will evaluate potential water management strategies, frame those

The Clean Air Action Team (CAAT)

options and their implications, solicit

includes 38 experts in areas including in-

feedback and ultimately develop a 50-

dustry, healthcare, government and edu-

year water strategy for the state.

cation, who will develop ways to address

The Alliance for Water Efficiency

Utah’s growing air pollution problem.

(AWE), which Kopp will chair, is a non-

Gillies expertise in climatology will con-

profit organization which advocates for

tribute to the panel’s academic team, ex-

efficient and sustainable use of water

amining ways poor air affects quality of

throughout North America. The AWE

life. He explained that the earth naturally

provides information about products,

gives off gasses, but in the winter those

practices and programs related to water

gasses get trapped in Utah valleys along

use that is used by policy makers, fixture

with car exhaust and other particles and

and appliance manufacturers, educators

the surrounding mountains allow little

and the construction industry.

mixing in the atmosphere.

– LH

Photo: Gary Neuenswander
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hree Utah Agricultural Experiment
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UAES Researchers
Helping Shape Water
& Air Policy

“The result is an increase of tiny
particles of solids or liquids that become

From top to bottom:
Kelly Kopp, Robert Gillies,
Joanna Endter-Wada
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suspended in the atmosphere, especially

Cracking the Code of Nitrogen Fixation
Basic text

Basic text

Basic text

by Mary-Ann Muffoletto

U

tah State University scientists recently

and USU colleagues Edwin Antony, Zhi-Yong

In the second paper, the research team

published two papers in a high profile

Yang, Simon Duval, Karamatullah Danyal,

describes the mechanism for hydrogen for-

academic journal that unlock mysteries of

Sudipta Shaw, Anna Lytle, Nimesh Khad-

mation during nitrogen fixation.

a chemical process upon which all life on

ka, along with Dennis Dean of Virginia Tech

“This is a profound insight,” said Yang,

earth depends.

and Dmitriy Lukoyanov and Brian Hoffman

a doctoral candidate in Seefeldt’s lab. “We

In each paper, the researchers, under

of Northwestern University, report research

previously predicted how this could hap-

the leadership of USU biochemistry pro-

breakthroughs. Their research is supported

pen, but now we’ve demonstrated how

fessor and Utah Agricultural Experiment

by the National Institutes of Health.

it happens.”

Station Lance Seefeldt, describe newly dis-

“Dinitrogen consists of two nitrogen

The researchers’ discoveries about nitro-

covered insights about nitrogen fixation, a

atoms joined by one of the strongest triple

gen fixation could have energy-saving impli-

process that converts life-sustaining nitro-

bonds known in chemistry,” said Danyal, a

cations for the world’s food supply.

gen into a form that humans, animals and

doctoral candidate in Seefeldt’s lab. “Break-

“Two known processes break nitrogen

plants can access.

ing these bonds requires tremendous en-

bonds and allow conversion,” Seefeldt

“It’s an incredible irony,” said Seefeldt,

ergy, which is released during a cycle of

said. “One is a natural, bacterial process.

professor in USU’s Department of Chemis-

events associated with the transfer of metal-

The other is the man-made Häber-Bosch

try and Biochemistry. “Nitrogen, in the form

lic electrons and a chemical reaction called

process. The world’s food supply currently

of dinitrogen, makes up about 80 percent

ATP hydrolysis.”

depends equally on each of these.”

of the air we breathe. We need it to survive

USU researchers, as well as others in the

The century-old Häber-Bosch process,

and we’re swimming in a sea of it, yet we

science community, have studied steps of

used to make agricultural fertilizers, is en-

can’t get to it.”

this cycle for decades. Yet the nature of the

ergy-intensive and depends heavily on fos-

Humans and animals consume nitro-

coupling between the electron transfer and

sil fuels, Seefeldt said, so interest is high

gen in the form of protein from food. Plants

ATP hydrolysis and the order in which each

in harnessing and making more use of the

obtain nitrogen from the soil. Sounds

occurs has eluded them. Until now.

cleaner, natural process.

simple, but it isn’t. Nitrogen fixation is a

“With key experiments, we’ve demon-

“By finally unlocking the conversion pro-

complex and energy-intensive process.

strated the electron transfer precedes

cess, we can look to Mother Nature for an-

In papers published in the Sept. 23, 2013,

ATP hydrolysis,” said Antony, assistant pro-

swers,” he said.

online Early Edition of Proceedings of the

fessor in USU’s Department of Chemistry

National Academy of Sciences, Seefeldt

and Biochemistry.

Photo: Mary-Ann Muffoletto

USU biochemists (from left)
Edwin Antony, Nimesh Khadka,
Karamatullah Danyal, Lance
Seefeldt (seated), Sudipta
Shaw and Zhi-Yong Yang are
studying nitrogen fixation in
Seefeldt’s lab. Team members
not pictured are Anna Lytle
and Simon Duval.
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ot all water is created equal in the arid
West. The dry environment of Utah and surrounding states has led to higher concentrations of salt in the soil and water of the region. As a
finite amount of water is stretched to support larger
populations, ensuring water and land in the Western
United States remains
productive has become
a pressing issue.

A Better
Measure
of the
Salt of
the Earth

Understanding where
soil and water salinity
occurs and its effects on
crops are critical steps
in managing the problem; however, until recently, the techniques
for measuring salt concentrations were slow,
labor intensive and limited to gauging one field at a
time. Now, research from Utah State University may
make mapping levels of salinity much easier — allowing researchers to rapidly gather the data needed to
predict the effects of climate change on soil and
water productivity.

ssociate professor and Exten-

A

“What they do is set up a potential for

er-scale calibrations that get away from the

sion soil specialist Grant Cardon

the movement of electricity, so you create

need to extensively physically sample each

has spent his career working in

a gradient and get conduction of electricity

field site used in the mapping effort.

the field of soil and water management.

though the soil that completes the circuit,”

In the West, soil and water salinity can

Since joining the faculty at Utah State Uni-

Cardon said. “When the flow of electric-

change dramatically in the distance from a

versity in 2005, Cardon has been involved

ity is initiated, it creates a magnetic field

river’s headwaters to its mouth as water

in researching calibration techniques for

around the circulation and the machine

travels downstream.

making remote salinity measurements.

measures the strength of the magnetic

Knowing current salinity levels is important

field that’s created.”

“Some of the water is used by plants
but some of it’s also being returned as run-

for agricultural planning and for understand-

The strength of the produced magnet-

off or return flows through the soils back

ing the effects of climate change. Cardon

ic field is proportional to how the medium

into the river basin,” Cardon said. “In an arid

and his fellow researchers hope to track

conducts electricity and can be calibrated

area, the further you get down a system

and predict how changes in water policy

to the salts, clays, organic material and

with that happening, the more concentrat-

and climate may influence the productivity

other soil components that conduct elec-

ed the salts become.”

of different river basins in the state.

tricity. Once researchers had properly cal-

An increase in the concentration of salts

“Whether we get more or less water…

ibrated the remote sensing instruments

occurs where the amount of water lost

we needed to have some kind of base-

and understood what the measurements

to evaporation is higher than the amount

line of assessment of what was there and

from the magnetic field represented, they

gained through precipitation, a process

how that would change if the water supply

were able to begin measuring salinity on a

called evapoconcentration.

changed or if allocation routines changed,”

large-scale.

Cardon said.
Earlier techniques for measuring salinity
were very labor intensive.

Evapoconcentration has many conse-

“Once we’ve got them well calibrated,

quences, especially for growers down-

we can go through fields quickly and map

stream. Plants receive a majority of their

where the salinity occurs just by driving

hydration and nutrients through water

“Before these remote sensing tech-

over the surface of

niques were available, you had physical,

the soil,” Cardon said.

backbreaking work to take soil samples

What makes Car-

and determine their content in the lab,” Car-

don and his students’

don said.

approach unique isn’t

More recently, remote sensing tech-

necessarily the ma-

niques have been developed to make mea-

chinery

behind

the

surements over larger areas. However,

measurements,

but

many of the techniques are only accurate

the math they use

within the region where they were devel-

to understand how

oped. Salinity readings from remote sen-

much each layer of

sors are influenced by many region-specific

the soil, measured

factors including clay and organic matter

by the remote sens-

content and the type of salt found in a par-

ing instrument, con-

ticular soil/water system. That makes devel-

tributes to the total

oping a widely useful method difficult.

conductivity.

This

“What we’re trying to do is tease apart

way, researchers can

what the influence is of each of those dif-

understand the de-

ferent conductive components,” Cardon ex-

grees to which salt,

plained. “We try to focus in on what really

clay and organic mat-

is the salinity that matters to the plants that

ter each contribute to soil salinity without

are growing.”

extensive physical sampling and pre-

In his work, Cardon uses electro-

determine the depth distribution of the

magnetic induction meters to measure

conductive components of the soil. This

soil salinity.

allows researchers to unify regional, wid-

Soil scientist Grant Card
measure soil salinity. Resea
such as clay and organic
adversely affects crops all

flow across the root membrane, and

cases, the over irrigation of land can make

Region wide, Cardon sees his lab’s re-

salts in the soil make this process

the soil more salty. Saturating old lake

mote sensing techniques being used to do

more difficult.

sediments and shale deposits with excess

more than help farmers. Knowing current

“It limits water up-take and it can

water can draw salt out of the rock and

salinity levels around the state may help

stunt the growth of the plants,” Cardon

into the water, amplifying the effects

researchers understand future changes

said. Growers can be hit hard by the

of evapoconcentration.

brought on by climate change, drought and

effects of evapoconcentration, which

“If we can limit the flow of water through

water distribution policies. Using the base-

include a widespread decrease in crop

those sediments, we can greatly control

line determined through remote sensing,

the amount of salts in the lower reaches of

researchers can create models based on cli-

the basin,” Cardon explained.

mate or watershed water level predictions

productivity and growth.
The development of better remote
sensing techniques has helped growers

In cases where changing irrigation and

to see how these changes could influence

understand the quality of the soil they are

growing habits do not decrease soil salini-

Utah’s salinity landscape. As the technology

farming. Working through USU Extension,

ty, Cardon and USU Extension may instead

becomes more consistent at reading salini-

Cardon helps farmers take this information

help growers remove salts from their soil.

ty levels, Cardon hopes that it can be used

and make changes to how they manage

However, the process of washing salts

on even larger tracts of land to evaluate sa-

their land to minimize the effects of salinity

from saline soils is not a permanent solu-

linity globally. – ET

and maximize productivity.

tion to the problem and may require large

“We can teach them what kinds of

amounts of water. Typically, farmers apply 6

plants they ought to be choosing for envi-

to 24 inches of water to a field so salts as

ronments that have naturally high salinity,”

deep as where roots extend are removed.

Cardon said.

In many cases, growers may have to install

Other techniques for managing soil salinity may seem counterintuitive. In some

Contact Info:
Grant Cardon
Grant.Cardon@usu.edu

a drainage system to ensure the salt is
carried away.

don and research technician Bob Clawson use electromagnetic induction to
arch in Cardon’s lab focuses on understanding the impacts of soil components
matter content to produce more accurate measures of soil salinity which
l over the world.

Utah’s Water

Future
by Simon Wang
Assistant Professor, Department of Plants, Soils & Climate
Assistant Director, Utah Climate Center

D

rought and heat are no strangers to Utah.
The proud residents of the nation’s second
driest state have in the past century built

dams, dug cannels, drilled wells and used every source
of water to build sustainable towns and cities. Today
this massive and sophisticated water supply system
dutifully supports 2.9 million people, providing con-

venient and plentiful water for irrigation, homes and
electricity. When there was not enough precipitation,
more groundwater was pumped; when there was too
much, we pumped it out to the desert. We controlled
water. On the few occasions we teetered on the brink
of real drought, our mountains — reservoirs of frozen
water — and a little extra snow would always save the

M

odern settlements in Utah are
barely 150 years old. But data
describing the climate of a deep-

er past — a paleoclimate — tell a story of
conditions often different from the ones the
state’s modern residents have experienced.
The climate information stored in tree rings
reveals episodes of drought much longer in
time and deeper in magnitude. Such prehistoric mega-droughts (by modern standards)
were not only common in the past millennium but periodic, having come and gone
every 50 years or so. The perceived severity
of droughts of the 1930s and 1950s was no
match for droughts of the hundred years
before. Additionally, while our most recent
drought, lasting from 2000-2004 and responsible for the record low water level of
Lake Powell, was the worst in 800 years for
its intensity, it’s duration was, by comparison, mercifully short.
Then came 2013. By July 2013, all Utah
counties were federally declared as drought
disaster for the second year. In Salt Lake
City, August daily minimum (mostly nighttime) temperatures not only broke the previous record but shattered it by 3 degrees
Fahrenheit — a true outlier! Moreover, July
and August’s mean temperatures set new
records going back more than a century.
As of September, more than half of Utah’s
reservoirs were below 50% of capacity
and dropping. High temperature combined
with shallow water also degraded water
quality. Being a kayaker myself, it proved

day, and so it will again.

Or
will it?
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difficult to find lakes with deep water, free

2012 and 2013 will be at the driest phase of

their public supply. Everyone can see a

of mud and stench, by late summer.

the 10-15 year wet/dry cycle with a climbing

shrinking snowpack in the mountains, but

lake level. This has proven to be the case

falling levels of groundwater are invisible to

given 2013’s continued drought status of

public eyes. The fact that groundwater lev-

the state. The good news is we may soon

els across Utah have been declining since

begin to enter the recovery phase of this

the late 1970s poses a threat to farming.

drought cycle. Three years from now we

Fights over groundwater — “water grabs”

For the past 60 years, Utah’s precipita-

shall see at least one winter with above-nor-

— threaten rural communities and wildlife

tion has exhibited a clear oscillatory feature

mal snowfall. As to this coming winter of

as people compete for water rights. A vivid

alternating between wet and dry periods

2013-14, models are predicting a near nor-

example is the long-running fight over east-

every 10-15 years. This unique “wet/dry

mal, slightly warm and dry snow season.

ern Nevada’s groundwater, some of which

cycle” is highly influenced by the Pacific

That means it is unlikely we’ll see a break

flows into Utah and supports some of the

Ocean’s slow changes over a similar period;

from the two-year-old drought. Even though

driest parts of the state. This legal battle for

warm water pools in the central tropical Pa-

there is a chance for above-average precipi-

water won’t dry up anytime soon, though

cific, then transitions to cool water over the

tation, it’s not something we should plan on

it will become increasingly costly. Not sur-

next six years or so. As it turns out, winter

from a risk-management perspective. Con-

prisingly, we have found that Utah’s ground-

precipitation over Utah, especially northern

sequently, water managers are worried.

water fluctuates in concert with our 10-15

We need a winter
with big snow.

Utah, is affected by this cycle. Specifically,

Back-to-back drought is what water man-

year wet/dry cycle, meaning that multi-year

a wet cycle develops about three years af-

agers in the West are uniformly concerned

droughts can and will worsen groundwater

ter the Pacific waters begin their transition

about. Any drought longer than two years

depletion, drying up wells and fueling yet

from warm to cool; similarly, a dry cycle

rapidly reduces water reliability and severe-

more water grabs.

develops about three years after the Pacific

ly strains our water supply systems, and

waters begin their transition from cool to

Utah is prone to such drought. In 2012 the

warm. This provides a climatic signal, allow-

research team held a “water-climate round-

ing scientists to forecast Utah’s precipita-

table meeting”, where 12 governmental and

tion change, years in advance. The climate

other private water agencies were present-

faculty in USU’s College of Agriculture and

ed with the latest research on water and

Applied Sciences, including myself, with

climate. The meeting’s intent was to con-

support from the Utah Agricultural Experi-

nect regional water managers with years

ment Station, researched this approximate-

of research and help them seek solutions

ly three-year time lag extensively within

to current and future challenges in water

the 10-15 year cycle. It is important to note

resources. The meeting produced marked

that this Pacific influence is not to be con-

interest in paleoclimate data and the need

fused with the better-known El Niño/La

for climate (rather than weather) prediction

Niña phenomenon. El Niño/La Niña only ex-

in order to mitigate water demands from

plains less than 20% of Utah’s precipitation

a growing population. Everyone recog-

variation, and such a mild impact prevents

nized that water supply estimates driven

operational prediction models from produc-

by paleoclimate data could fundamentally

ing reliable seasonal forecasts beyond one

assist in planning. Meanwhile, those me-

month. The late Fredrick Liljegren of the Bu-

ga-droughts of the past millennium, seen

reau of Reclamation once said, if he could

through the eyes of trees, could be persua-

have 20% confidence in any prediction for

sive to the public and policymakers alike,

the next season, he’d be happy.

that the severe water shortages of the dis-

Our research group has been working
hard to make Fred happy: In a 2010 paper

tant past may reappear with or without a
warming climate.

published in the Journal of Hydrometeo-

Over two-thirds of Utah counties de-

rology, we have predicted that the years of

pend on groundwater for at least 70% of

What do we do?
The Bureau of Reclamation has already
announced that water supply of the mighty
Colorado River will no longer meet its current water demand. To mitigate for foreseeable water shortage, Utah has implemented statewide water conservation programs
aiming for a 25% reduction by 2050. However, if future population projections are accurate, an additional 540 million cubic meters
(approximately 440,000 acre-feet) will still
be required over and above conservation to
meet anticipated demand. Meeting future
demands under variable climate conditions
further challenge water suppliers to provide
for agricultural and urban water users. This
is a delicate problem requiring all sides of
expertise, from climate science to political
science, from hydrological engineering to
water managing. It is a challenge, but also
an opportunity; an opportunity to open dialogues and open minds.
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